
LIGHT EMISSION AND 
ABSORPTION SPECTRUMS 
The Essences of Chemistry 





Visible light is produced by electrons changing energy states in an atom 

Visible light is 
produced by 
electrons changing 
energy states in an 
atom. 



These are called 
light signatures. 
They are the bar 
codes that identify 
elements. God is 
just hipster like 
that; creating the 
original bar codes.  

  



Atoms are Fungible 
 
One atom in an element 
is exactly like another.   
They will all give out the 
same light signature.  
 
 



ABSORPTION – 
ENERGY INTAKE 
  
EMISSION – ENERGY 
RELEASE 



Bohr Planetary Model of the Atom  



What occurs when an electron in 
an atom receives energy causing 
it to jump to a higher orbit. Light 
(energy) is taken in.  

EXCITATION: 



EXCITATION (ENERGY  CAN OCCUR 
THROUGH: 

Collisions Photon Absorption 



2. 1. 

3. 4. 

Pay close 
attention 
to where 
the 
electron is 
in the orbit 

The Steps of Exciting an Electron 





The excited atom usually 
de-excites in about 100 
millionth of a second.  The 
subsequent emitted 
radiation has an energy 
that matches that of the 
orbital change in the atom.  



ABSORPTION SPECTRA 
 

Frequencies of light that represent the correct energy 

jumps in the atom will be absorbed. 

When the atom de-excites, it emits the same kinds of 

frequencies it absorbed. 

 



Discrete Absorption Spectrum 
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Hydrogen Gas 



EMISSION SPECTRA 
Continuous Emission Spectrum 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPt0jXHwqUw 

ABSORPTIONS AND EMISSIONS 
SPECTRUMS COMPARISON 

Check out this link. It’s less than 5 minutes 
long, and it’s helpful.  



INCANDESCENCE IS: 
 
Something that glows when heated 

•  For example:  
•  Coals on a barbeque 
•  Heated metals  
•  Filaments in lightbulbs 

•  Red glow has the least energy while 

something glowing purple has the 

highest energy. 

•  White light - all colors in the visible 

are present. 



HOW TO REMEMBER THE 
COLORS IN ORDER OF ENERGY: 



LIGHT SPECTRUM 





FLUORESCENCE 

Some materials that are excited by UV emit visible light (photons). These 

materials are referred to as fluorescent materials. The light disappears the 

moment the UV is removed. 

Photon 



FLUORESCENCE 

Check out  
These colors! 



PHOSPHORESCENCE 
 MEANS “GLOW IN THE DARK” 

Electrons get "stuck" in excited states in the atoms and 
de-excitation occurs at different times for different 
atoms. Spins must be reversed and this takes seconds to 
hours. A continuous glow occurs for some time. 



Phosphorescence  

Glow in the dark 
objects are 
phosphorescent. 

Illustration of the various forms of light 



BIOLUMINESCENCE 
A type of phosphorescence in living things. 



CHALLENGE #1 



CHALLENGE #2 



CHALLENGE #3 



CHALLENGE #4 


